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1. Introduction.
In a recent paper [l] D. A. Darling and the present
author studied the asymptotic
distributions
of occupation
times for general
Markoff processes. The limit theorems
obtained
in [lj depended
on the
"infinite part" of the Laplace transform
(or the generating
function when
time is discretized) of the transition probabilities.
In the present paper a class of limit theorems which depend on the "finite
part" are discussed. The methods form a simplified version of methods used
by the author in the study of certain potential theoretic questions. These
potential theoretic questions will be discussed in a subsequent
publication.
In the sequel the simplest case will be studied and the principal results are

to be found in formulas (7.6a) and (7.6b).
We consider a sequence of independent,
identically distributed
random
variables Xx, X2, ■ ■ ■ whose density function p(x) is even and whose characteristic function ft£) is integrable
in (— oo, oo) and such that

(1.1)

*(f)~l

- |lK

S^O, 1 Sy S 2.

Let 12 be a bounded measurable
set and denote by Pn(l; fi) the probability
that exactly I among the first n partial sums sk = Xx+X2+
■ ■ ■ +Xk fall
within fi. Formulas (7.6a) and (7.6b) assert that the limits

(1.2a)

lim n^^Pn(l;

fi),

1 < y ^ 2,

B-»»

and

(1.2b)

lim log nPn(l; fi),

T=l,

n—,»

exist. The numerical
they are expressible
integral equation

(1.3)

determination
of these limits is somewhat involved and
in terms of the eigenvalues
and eigenfunctions
of the

\l(x

J a

- y)i(y)dy = Xftx),

x E fi

where
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(1.4)

L(x)=-

[March

1 f °° 1 — cos x£
2irJ_„

MM.

1 — </>(£)

Analogous results can be obtained for random variables having the lattice
structure (see §8). —L(x) is precisely the "finite part" of the generating function of transition probabilities
(see (4.6)).
2. The "forward" equation. Let V(x) be the characteristic
function of the
set fl and consider

(2.1)

Eiexp-uit,V(sk)\.

Set

J

exp^- « E V(h)jP(?i)pfe
- fc)• • ■
p(£„- £n-i)p(x - £„)rffc• ■• d£„

and observe

that

(2.3)

f (2n(x)^x = Z:|exp - « £ 7(*t)| .

The <2n'sobey the relation

(2.4a1)

(?„(*)= f e-*F(£)C»-i(£)p(*
- i)di,
J -00

where

(2.4b)
and consequently

Q„(0 = P«)
setting
00

(2.5)

lc(x) = X) e»(*)2n,

0 < z < 1,

we obtain
/»

(2.6)

00

R(x) = P(x) + z I l?(fte-^(«)p(x - {)#.
•/_oo

It is clear that R depends also on u and z but we suppress this dependence
to simplify the notation.
Let now

(2.7)

oM(x) = p*p*p • ■• *p

i.e.,
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461

P(B)(*)= 7- f e-^f&dt,
2ir J -x

where <p(£) is the characteristic

function

of p(x) i.e.,

/» 00

<t>(£)
= I

p(x)e^xdx.

•1-00

We shall assume that <p is absolutely integrable in (— «, °°) and real (so
that p(x) is continuous
and even). Multiplying
both sides of (2.6) by
p<."i(rj —x) and integrating over x we obtain
/oo

nn

R(x)p^(r,

- x)dx = p("+1)(r,) + z I

-OO

Introducing

J

l?(e)e-^(f)p(n+1)('7 - f)<£

-00

the function
00

(2.10)

K,(x) = Z zn~lp^(x)
n-l

we obtain from (2.9)

z f

R(x)Kz(ri — x)dx

J -oo

= *:.(,,)- P(,)+ 2J xcDtf-^wljr.^- & - P(v- f)]#
which, using (2.6), can easily be reduced

(2.11)

to the form

R(v) = k.(v) - 2(1 - r*) f R(i)K.(v - i)di.
J si

This is the "forward" equation.
3. The "backward"
equation.
(3 1) Pn{j) = /

/

Let now

CXP[~

U?

Vih)~\ p(€i ~ y)p(£* ~ ?l) " '

p(£„— £»-i)dfc• • • d£n
and observe that

(3-2)

E | exp (-

u £ 7(**))j

= P„(0).

The P„'s satisfy the relation

P„-,(S)e-""<*>p(£
- y)#
/OO

-oo
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which for even p is identical with (2.4a) (we have assumed that p is even).
However the initial condition is quite different and, in fact,

(3.3b)

Pott) - 1.

Setting
SO

(3.4)

S(*) = E P„(x)z»
n-0

we obtain,

repeating

(3.5)

step by step the derivation

S(v) = --z(l

- er«) f S(lt)K,(v- Qd*

1—z

which is the "backward"

of §2,

J a

equation.

4. The limit z—>l. We have from (2.8), (2.10) and the assumption
<pis absolutely

integrable

(4-1)

'"M-sLiT^e*

Since <p is even it follows easily that

(4.2)

i - <t>d) rx

lim-=
£-o

where the second moment

£2

x2p(x)dx > 0,

J _„

may be infinite.

Thus

1 - *(©
is bounded

(and hence integrable)

near £ = 0 and we can write

27rJ_„ l-zft£)
1

- H

z*10 (1-cos^)

21rJ_„

—,--?-4>(i)dk+o(l-z).
1 - ft£)

Setting

<4-4)

1 r00

*(£)

*w-5L.rnS5«

and
1 /*°° (1 - cos £x)

<4-5'

£W-s/,-rr«8-*(B*
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(4.6)
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(4.3) in the form

K.(x) = h(z) - L(x) + o(l - z).

It also follows that
K.(x) - h(z)
is bounded
(—oo,

on every bounded

set of x's (although

oo)). We shall assume

(4.7)

*(*)-»«>,

Returning

not uniformly

bounded

in

now that

z->l.

to (2.11) we rewrite it in the equivalent

form

R(v) = (K,(v) ~ *(«))- «(1 - e~") f R(t)(K.(T,- i) - h(z))dl
(4.8)
+ h(z)(l -2(1 - e~")j R(S)dt\
Integrating

(2.11) with respect

to -n from

— oo to » and using the trivial

identity

/l

lf.(i7)^ =-so

1

2

we obtain

(4.9)

1 - z(l - e-") f R(S)dt = (1 - 2) f R(r,)d7,> 0
J a

J -yo

and hence

(4.10)

fR(t)di<—--■
z(l -

J a

Integrating
(4.8) with respect
measure of fl)

cr")

to 77 over fl we get (denoting

by |fl|

the

I fiI h(z)(l - 2(1- e~")J R(i)di\
(4.11)

= f R(v)dr,- f (K,(V)- h(z))dr,

+ 2(1- *-•)f R(Qf (Kt(v- {)- h(z))dndl
From (4.10) and the fact that Ks(x) —h(z) is bounded over every bounded
of x's it follows immediately that
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h(z) (l - z(l - er«) j R{Qdt\
remains bounded as z—>1. This in conjunction
with (4.8) implies
remains bounded (over every bounded set of 77's) as z—>1.
Since R(v) is an increasing function of z it follows that

(4.12)

that

R(v)

limFM = T(v)
2->l

exists for every r). Finally,
bounded convergence) that

(4.13)

(4.8) and (4.12) imply

(using the theorem

on

lim h(z)(l - z(l - e~")f R(Z)d£)
J = G(u)

exists and moreover

(4.14)

T(„) = - L(v)+ (1 - e~") f T(QL(r,~ *)# + G(u).
J a

Since h(z)—>oo as z—>1it follows from (4.13) that

(4.15)

(l-<r«) f m)di= 1
J a

and hence from (4.9) and (4.13)

r °°
G(u)
R(v)dv~7-—-,

(4.16)

-'-oo

(1 -

s-1,

z)h(z)

or in other words

(4.17)

£z"£{exPr-Mf>(5fc)~|l~

n-o

v

L

1

5. The limit z—>1for the "backward"
5(0) =

J;

G\7,,>

(1 — z)h(z)

*-»!•

equation. We first note that

r °°
G(u)
R(r,)dr, ~-—J -«,
(1 - z)h(z)

and since

Pn(y)= j

f

exp|"~u J2 V(y+ $*)]p(*i)p(&
- £1)• • •
p(tn — tn-i)d£i

we see that P„(y) is related to the set fi—y (translation
same way as Pn(0) is related

to the set fi.
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It thus follows that
G(u; y)
(1 - z)h(z)
and moreover it can easily be shown that

(1 - z)h(z)S(y)
remains bounded as z—»1 over every bounded
Summarizing the above we can say that

lim(l -z)h(z)S(y)
*-»i

(5.1)

set of y's.

= G(u; y)

exists and that the theorem on bounded convergence is applicable to the
functions (1 —z)h(z)S(y). We now rewrite (3.5) in the equivalent form

(5.2)

(1 - z)h(z)S(V)
= h(z)(l - z(l - e-")(l - z)h(z) f S(S)dl)
V

Ja

'

- «(1- e-)(l - z)h(z) f S(l)(K,(t, - f) - h(z)d£.
J a

From (5.1), the theorem

K,(ri-£)-h(z)

(5.3)

on bounded

convergence,

and the boundedness

of

it follows that

lim h(z) (l - z(l - e~")(l - z)h(z) f S(£)dn = p(u)

exists and moreover

(5.4)
Furthermore

G(u; v) = p(u) + (l-

e~") f G(u; $)L(V- £)#.

from (5.3) we infer that

(5.5)

(1 -*-)

fG(u;t;)dt= 1.

One can use (5.4) and (5.5) as well as (4.14) and (4.15) to determine
The advantage of (5.4) is that it is simpler.

6. Determination

(6-1)

G(u).

of G(u). Consider the integral equation

f L(r,- Z)yp($)dl= M(V),

r, E fi,

and denote by Xi, X2, • • • its eigenvalues and by ypi,yf/2,■ • • the corresponding normalized eigenfunctions.
From (5.4) we get
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(6.2)

[March

(1 - (1 - e~")\j)fc(u; v)Hn)dr,= p(u) f ft(„)<f„.
J a

J a

We shall prove now that at most one eigenvalue is greater than 1. In fact,
suppose that X<>1 and Xy>l. We can choose constants a and b (not both 0)

such that

(6.3)

f (aft(x) + b+j(x))dx = 0.

J a

Set w(x) =a\pi(x)+bpj(x)

(6.4)
Because

and observe that

\ I w(x)Kz(x - y)w(y)dxdy H-f
w2(x)dx ^ 0.
J aJ a
z J a
of (6.3) we have

nw(x)(Kt(x

- y) - h(z))u(y)dxdyH-f

.1

and letting

z J a

w2(x)dx^ 0

z—A we obtain

(6.5)

- f \ u(x)L(x - y)u(y)dxdy + f u2(x)dx ^ 0

or
X,o' + Xyt2 g a2 + b2
contrary
stronger

to the assumption
that X,>1, Xy>l. The same argument gives a
result if <j>(l-)=i0 i.e., Kz(x— y) is positive definite. In fact, we have,

instead of (6.4)

(6.4a)

j

J w(x)K,(x - y)w(y)dxdy ^ 0

J aJ a
and consequently
at most one eigenvalue is positive. Since L(0) =0 at least
one eigenvalue must be positive and hence exactly one eigenvalue is positive.
To simplify the discussion we shall assume that 1 is not an eigenvalue i.e.,

Xj-5^1.From (6.2) and (5.5) one gets easily

_J_+f:_eJi_

(6.6)

1 - e~"
G(u) = G(u; 0) = ■-——,

i

1 - (1 - e-")\j

T _Cl_
i

1 - (1 - «r-)A,

where
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c,= fyPi(x)dx, l,= f LGWMdZ.

We can now write
(6.8)

G(u) = ao + one-" + a2e~2" + ■ • •

where

and the higher a's are given by similar but more complicated
must still exclude the possibility that

formulas.

We

2

(6.10)

£7-^
1

1 — A;

= 0.

This can be seen from the easily verified formula
2

(6.11)

—1—
= JfG(u;Z)dt
= p(u)±1 -Ci
1 —e "
a
1 — (1 — e

u)\,

■

If (6.10) held it would follow that p(u) is unbounded as «—*». But from
(5.4) we get

Ip(u)I IfiI g f G(u;v)dn+ fG(u;|) f L(v- Z)dr,dl;
r
M
< M I G(u;rt)dn = ———
J a

I - e~u

and hence (6.10) cannot hold.
7. The limit theorems. We return now to formula (4.17)

(7.1)

£ 2"£jexp \-uf:

n=0

In order to determine

I

L

the behavior

1

V(sk)~\\~
J)

G(Ul ,

(1 — Z)h(z)

8-1.

of

Ehxp[-uY,V(sk)~^
as n—>°° we need a Tauberian
sumption on the characteristic

(7.2)
which implies, in particular,

Theorem. For this we need an additional asfunction 0(£). We shall assume that for £—>0

*(0~i-

Ieh

1^7^,

that our random variables belong to the domain
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of attraction of the symmetric
(see e.g., [l])

(7.3a)

[March

stable law of exponent

1

h(z)->

y. It is easily seen that

1

7sin(7r/7)

(1 -

1<7^2

a)1"1'7

and

1

ft(z)~—

Under these circumstances
and we get

the classical Tauberian

(7.4a)
for 1<7^2,

ir

A
( r
a
ETfiexp -»EFW

n-i

t

L

log-,

1

(7.3b)

7=L

1 —z
Theorem

i) ~ 7 sin -*■ GM

i

J;

7 r(i/7

+1)

can be applied

#"*

and

(7. 4b)

£ E jexp |" - u E 7( **)]} ~ ttG(«) j—-

for 7 = 1. Since the sequence

£JexPr-MEF(s*)]j
is decreasing
(7.5a)

for 1<7^2,

we obtain

for (7.4a) and (7.4b)

(
1

lim »«-»/*£ Jexp

•>-.»

r
A
"11
sin t/t
- « £ P(**) f = w, / , <xG(m)L
i
J;
r(i/7 + i)

and

(7.5b)

lim log nEtexp \-

u £ F(j») > = *£(«),

for 7 = 1.
It remains now to prove that

(7.6a)

for 1<7^2,
(7.6b)

( "
1
sin ir/7
lim n1"1'* Prob. \ £ F(j») = /> = -—-

»-.»

Ii

J

r(i/7 + 1)

and
lim log « Prob. { £

V(sk) = l\ = ira,,

for 7 = 1.
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We carry out the proof of (7.6b).
Let

(7.7)
and rewrite

log h Prob. j X) V(sk) = l\ = at(n)
(7.5b) in the equivalent

form

00

(7.8)

lim

£

n-.oo

j_0

00

ai(n)erlu

= ir T

aie~lu.

;_0

Since the ai(n) are positive it follows that for each / the sequence {aj(w)}
is bounded. Thus by a familiar diagonal procedure a subsequence
{nk} can
be chosen so that

(7.9)
Furthermore

lim at(nk) = ft.
(7.8) implies that
00

X fte"'" < °°
o

for every u>0

and hence
00

00

lim X ai(nk)e-'» = X) ft«~'"*-»»

1-0

(-0

Thus (using (7.8) again)

ft = rat,
and essentially the same argument
stronger statement

(7.10)

shows that

1 = 0,1,2, ■■■
(7.9) can be replaced

by the

lim ai(n) = ft = iraf.
n—mo

Thus (7.6a) and (7.6b) have been proved.
8. The discrete case. Similar results can be obtained
lattice structure.
integral equation

if the X's have a
The theory is actually much simpler and instead of the
one obtains a finite set of linear equations.

Let the X's be such that
(8.1)

Prob. {X, = k\ = Ck

and we shall assume
(8.2)

ck = c-k.

fl is now a finite set of integers and
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(8.3)

K,(x)=—\

[March
cos £x

--~

2ttJ0

#,

l-zft£)

where x is now an integer and
OO

(8.4)

ft£) = £

OO

ckeikl = c0 + 2 £

-00

ck cos Af.

1

We also have

(8.5)

IF2'

d$

1 c 2t 1 — cos lx

ft(z)= — I-,
2xJ0 l-zft£)

The analogue

of the "backward"

(8.6)

L(x) = — I
2xJ0
equation

S(v) =-z(l-

-—
rff.
1 -zft?)

(3.5) is now

«--) £ S(x)Kz(v - x)

1 —Z

,Gii

where

(8.7)

5(0) = 1 + £ z»Fjexp [~- « £ F(*»)l| .

It is now easy to show that

(8.8)

lim (1 - z)h(z)S(v) = G(u; 17)
*->i

exists, as well as the limit

(8.9)

lim ft(z) (l - zft(z)(l - «-») £ S(x)) = p(u).

One thus obtains

(8.10)

G(u; v) = p(u) + (1 - e-)

£ G(u; x)L(x - rj)
1S0

and

(8.11)

(1 - «-) T,G(u;x) = 1.
zGa

Since Kz(x —y)(x, y£fi) is clearly a positive definite matrix one obtains as
before that the matrix L(x —y)(x, y£fi) has exactly one positive eigenvalue
if fi contains more than one element. One obtains an amusing special case by
considering ft£) =cos £ (coin tossing). In this case

(8.12)

1

i* ^T 1 — cos £x

L(x) = — I

2it J0

-—

1 — cos £

di, = I x\
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■ ■ ■ <an are integers

(comprising

471
the set fl) the matrix

((\ai-a,\))

has exactly one positive eigenvalue (if «^2). The remainder of the theory
proceeds exactly as before. The reader will also note that the methods are
applicable to a wide class of Markoff chains. For example, if Pn(l\ fl) is the
probability
that an ordinary plane random walk (Polya walk) will hit the
finite set fl of lattice points exactly / times during the first n steps the limit

(8.14)

lim log nPn(l\ fi)
n—»»

exists and can be calculated by solving an appropriate set of linear equations.
One meets new problems and difficulties when one considers processes
(continuous time). It is here that one is led to Potential Theory and these
questions will be dealt with in a subsequent publication.
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